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It is in the nature of bureaucracies to promote those who can fulfill efficiently the functions entrusted to them, that is to say routinely, and without much ado. Hence, bureaucrats tend to be capable practitioners of a kind of groupthink.¹ It seems to me that this aspect of the bureaucratic personality type is essential to understanding Geithner’s role in the Meltdown and its immediate aftermath.²

By referring to himself as a “technocrat”, Geithner reveals that he also recognizes that he was not ready to step into Alexander Hamilton’s shoes at a time when the economy was going haywire and the treasury needed a secretary with more imagination and more willingness to go out on a limb. He was neither “a banker, an economist, a politician, or even a democrat” so he was reluctant to accept the position. Technocrats are generally used to the boss telling them what to do and this time the boss,—President Obama—was incapable of doing so and instead was looking to him for advice. Geithner was not up to the task of providing creative leadership and he knew it.³

In light of his populist rhetoric on the campaign trail that stressed “Change” and “Yes We Can” optimism, Obama’s choice of two important economic advisors—Lawrence Summers and Timothy Geithner—members of the old guard—enablers of the mistaken policies that led to the crisis in the first place, was utterly disappointing.⁴ As the African-American academic Cornel West recognized, “Obama has an economic team that’s composed of persons who have no history whatsoever of being concerned about poor people.”⁵

Geithner is proud of his policies to abate the crisis but he is mute about his role in creating the crisis in the first place. The question lingers why he did nothing to avert the crisis while he was President of the New York Fed. Did he not see the three trillion dollars’ worth of subprime mortgages that were shoveled into the financial pipeline? Why was he not concerned about the doubling in house prices at a time when median household income was declining? Why did he not start making contingency plans when Bear Stearns became insolvent in March of 2008? All that remains unanswered.

Did he ever read or was he informed about the writings of Hyman Minsky and Charles Kindleberger?⁶ Why did he not pay attention to his bosses’ bullying Brooksley Born, the head of the Commodities Futures Trading Commission, who was the only member of any administration, who ever wanted to regulate derivatives; did he not pay much attention to
Warren Buffett’s saying that derivatives were “financial weapons of mass destruction”? He also failed to read Dean Baker’s 2002 study showing that housing prices were unrealistic and a major bubble was in the making nor John Cassidy’s article on blowing bubbles. He did not give much credibility to the many of complaints about predatory lending. All this he fails to answer.

He also does not say what he learned from Raghuram Rajan’s lecture at the conference honoring Alan Greenspan prior to his retirement in 2005 when Rajan warned that “disaster might loom” because the nature of the new financial innovations was deceiving. There were plenty of others who tried to warn him—Nouriel Roubini, Nassim Taleb, Robert Shiller—but the boss was not worried so Geithner apparently bowed to the notion that the sophisticated Lords of finance knew what they were doing.

Cognitive Capture

Not only was he not paying attention to the crisis in the making, while he was in charge of the New York Fed, he seemed to develop a cozy relationship with the financial oligarchs. This is likely a perfect example of intellectual capture. He dined and wined with them at posh restaurants, had breakfast, played tennis, and rubbed elbows at receptions on a regular basis. At a birthday party of one of the tycoons Paul Volker whispered to him that he should not be seen there. He had a “…continuing series of close contacts – breakfast, lunch, dinner, coffee, charity board meetings, etc. – with a set of very rich, very powerful, very impressive people who all believed in the importance of Wall Street, and the importance of lighter regulation of Wall Street, and the importance of making sure that Tim Geithner believed in it too. It’s doubtful that there was anything close to a countervailing influence from people who thought that Wall Street was taking excessive risks and needed to be reined in.”

Geithner almost surely did not meet any lobbies of Main Street, representing the underemployed, evicted, or homeless. He certainly does not tell us about any. His immunity to alternative arguments can most easily be understood in terms of him being captured by Wall-Street millionaires. James Kwak writes that Geithner “has internalized a worldview in which Wall Street is the central pillar of the American economy… [and] the importance of those banks justifies virtually any measures to protect them…. and anyone who doesn’t understand these principles… just doesn’t understand the way the world really works….”

In the main, Geithner is obsessed with comparing the financial crisis to a fire or a “raging financial inferno”. He is haunted by the fires raging. He repeats so often that the
best thing to do with a fire is to put it out, that in a process of autosuggestion I am sure that he actually does come to believe in the analogy as a fact of economic life. But this, of course, is not true; a fire can also be used as a tool. Those who know the ways of the jungle would not want to put out fires as lions are approaching. One can even tame lions with fire and one can fight wild fires with suppression fires and so forth. In any event, analogies are not good substitutes for arguments. Policy should be based on well-thought out options and not on simplifying and distorting analogies. And there were other options that Geithner still—five year later—adamantly refuses to entertain seriously.

A better strategy: preprivatization

Geithner thinks that doing nothing was not an option and in this everyone agrees. The major point that observers such as former Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Chairwomen Sheila Bair drive home is that there were other policies on the table that Geithner cavalierly dismissed. Geithner claims that we absolutely needed to transfer the trillions to the bankers in order to avoid “falling off the cliff” and dismisses the option to nationalize the banks with an off-the-cuff remark: “We didn’t intend to preemptively nationalize major banks, and we didn’t intend to let them fail; both of those familiar strategies would have accelerated the panic” (p. 11). Why taking over some of the banks would “accelerate the panic,” he does not explain. This is an acute oversight insofar as even conservative Republicans such as Lindsey Graham and Alan Greenspan were not opposed to the nationalization of the giant bankrupt banks. Greenspan said that “…it may be necessary to temporarily nationalize some banks in order to facilitate a swift and orderly restructuring.” Paul Krugman agreed with Greenspan: “while the banks must be rescued, the U.S. government can’t afford, fiscally or politically, to bestow huge gifts on bank shareholders….they’re zombie banks, unable to supply the credit the economy needs…. And if it’s basically putting up all the money, the government should get ownership in return…. Long-term government ownership isn’t the goal: we should call it ‘preprivatization’…. a privately held banking system is the correct way to go… But what we have now isn’t private enterprise, it’s lemon socialism: banks get the upside but taxpayers bear the risks. And it’s perpetuating zombie banks, blocking economic recovery. What we want is a system in which banks own the downs as well as the ups. And the road to that system runs through nationalization.”

Another Noble Prize winner, Joseph Stiglitz, also advocated nationalization, as did Nouriel Roubini: “…you take banks over, you clean them up, and you sell them in rapid
order to the private sector – it’s clear that it’s temporary… The idea that government will fork out trillions of dollars to try to rescue financial institutions, and throw more money after bad dollars, is not appealing because then the fiscal cost is much larger. So rather than being seen as something Bolshevik, nationalization is seen as pragmatic…. The proposal is more market-friendly than the alternative of zombie banks.”

Nationalization would have had immense advantages over the infamous “cash for trash” program: there would have been no more too-big-to-fail banks–hence no more systemic risk, no bailouts–hence no moral hazard and maybe no “Tea Party”, no more foreclosures–hence no more toxic assets, and most importantly, President Obama could have directed the banks by executive order to lend again, to restructure the underwater mortgages, and to end the eviction of the plebeians the likes of which have not been seen--ever. Then the taxpayers could have scrapped the bonuses of the financial kingpins—hundreds of billions of dollars--and we could have put people in charge who would have bailed out Main Street. Instead of providing loans to the banks at near-zero interest rates, the nationalized banks could have refinanced troubled mortgages at those near-zero interest rates. Mortgage-backed obligations would not have been toxic any more. Everyman would have benefited from near-zero interest-rate financing and not the banks.

The recession would have been much milder and shorter and we would not have had a jobless recovery because aggregate demand would have risen. If, let us say, the government would have purchased 6 million mortgages at 250K each, the total bailout would have amounted to merely $1.5 trillion, much less than half of the current level of bailouts, with much greater beneficial effects for Everyman on Main Street as well as on the economy at large. I think that would have been a moral way of overcoming the challenges of the crisis and the homeowners could have paid back Uncle Sam when they were back on their feet, employed and earning a living. The losses would have been minimal as the houses would have served as collateral. This would have been trickle-up economics similar to FDR’s New Deal. Attack the source of the problem directly rather than aiding the banks in the hope that they, in turn, will help homeowners. That is too indirect and risky because there is no guarantee that they will actually do it.

Most importantly preprivatization would have meant that effective regulation of the financial sector could have become reality, including the resurrection of the Glass-Steagall Act. Much of the profits of the financial sector–a not inconsiderate sum of half a trillion dollars annually–would have accrued to–guess who—Uncle Sam–and not to Jamie Dimon and Lloyd Blankfein. Add a substantial tax on financial transactions and the “starving beast”
would have been no more. Instead of becoming subservient to the banks, Everyman would have tried on the shoes of the Lords of Finance and would have found the fit very comfortable, indeed. The result would have been that Obama would have been hailed by the masses not only as a knight in shining armor of a new economic system of Capitalism with a human face, but willing and able to wield his lance. The Democrats would have avoided the thrashing of 2010, and the malaise in which we find ourselves would have been avoided.

Geithner should have been aware that such a scenario was indeed feasible: an internal memo at the Boston Fed concluded that helping homeowners would be a viable option: “The costs of the plan are moderate, and the benefits should help not only the participating homeowners but also the housing industry, the financial markets, and the economy more broadly.” But he found it more convenient to transfer the trillions to the same financiers whose greed had got the nation into this quagmire in the first place.

Geithner claims that a bailout of underwater homeowners would have had a negligible effect on aggregate demand but this is easily refuted by two experts on the issue, Atif Mian of Princeton University and Amir Sufi of the University of Chicago. They show that personal consumption expenditures would have increased by 1.3% had the burden of underwater mortgages been reduced by the amount of the TARP funds. This is hardly a negligible boost to consumption spending considering that real personal consumption expenditures between 2007Q3 and 2014Q1 increased by 8.3% but population increased by 5% in the meanwhile so that in per capita terms the increase was just 3.3% in 6.5 years or about half a percent per annum. Thus, the 1.3% boost would have been 2.6 years’ worth of growth in per capita personal consumption. In any event, averages are not pertinent in this period because the recipients of those subsidies surely would have been at the bottom half of the income distribution whose consumption was not increasing at all. The 0.5 percent growth surely accrued to the upper segment of the society. After all, household incomes have been declining 2000-2012 by some 6.6 percent and in ten states the decline is in the double digits. Thus, Mian and Sufi also argue that Geithner’s focusing on the banks was misplaced. “Increasing the flow of credit, they show, is disastrously counterproductive when the fundamental problem is too much debt.”

Secular Stagnation

Geithner is proud of having stopped the financial crisis but he did it in such a way as to squelch any chance of genuine reform and putting the economic engine on a new path of
solid economic recovery. As Paul Krugman writes, the so-called recovery seems much more like a lingering depression or what he dubs a “sour economy”. He argues that “by any normal standard, economic policy since the onset of the financial crisis has been a dismal failure.” The “American Dream” has been pushed beyond the reach of a third of the population. Just ask the American people—16% of whom are still underemployed—what they think of the current situation and one will not think that Geithner “did a heckuva job”. What kind of any economy could it be with 16% of the labor force—some 25 million adults—excluded from earning a full-time wage? And if each has at least one dependent, we are talking about some 50 million people who are living like serfs of the financiers.

Geithner is wrong in thinking that the confidence in the system has been restored. Gallup has been collecting data on Americans’ confidence in the economy. The index has a theoretical range between -100 and +100. It stands at a mediocre -15 with more than half of the people polled thinking that the economic outlook is getting worse. Currently, 35% of Americans say that economic conditions are poor implying that they are getting by with the skin-of their teeth. Moreover, another 43% say that conditions are “only fair”. In contrast, 19% consider them to be good and 3% consider conditions to be excellent. So yes, the oligarchs are doing just fine thanks to policies of Geithner put in place.

In a speech at the IMF, Larry Summers argued that “secular stagnation” may be the new normal outlook for the US economy. He points out that the share of adults working—the employment-population ratio fell by 5% during the crisis and has not budged ever since. In addition actual GDP has fallen further behind potential GDP: we are producing about $1 trillion per year less than we expected. That is a tremendous loss. Krugman calls Summers’ assessment a “very radical Manifesto…. and [he] very much fear[s] that he might be right.”

**Conclusion**

The Obama-Geithner-Wall Street alliance was a no-win strategy from the start either economically or politically and it radically altered the dynamics of the social contract. The alliance made sense only as long as the oligarchs needed Uncle Sam’s money. However, once resurrected, the Lords of Finance could easily undermine efforts to regulate them. Apparently, no one in the administration had read Machiavelli with sufficient care to anticipate how they would treat their adversary once Obama became superfluous and plenty of lobbying money could continue to flow to members of Congress. After the banks were resuscitated Geithner resorted to deferentially beseeching the Lords to support the recovery, while the President, pleaded “…that the nation’s lenders, supported by taxpayers in the crisis,
need to ‘fulfill their responsibility’ by lending to small businesses still struggling to get credit.”

In sum, Geithner had no qualms about using the power of the state to bail out Wall Street but was obstinately opposed to bailing out families, justified by metaphors rather than by substantive arguments.\textsuperscript{38} Paraphrasing Joseph Stiglitz, capitalism remained the economic system for Main Street, while socialism became the privilege of Wall Street, which was shielded from Schumpeterian forces of creative destruction.\textsuperscript{39} The pretext of all policy was to “stabilize the financial system.” But he fails to contemplate to this day that the very way in which the financial system was stabilized is exactly the reason for the secular stagnation that followed upon its heels. Success in Act II depended crucially on the playbook in Act I. The two parts were not disjoint. Thinking otherwise is a crucial logical fallacy.

However, what Geithner does not admit is that by bailing out Wall Street and neglecting the flesh-and-blood people on Main Street he solidified the power of the behemoth financial sector over us that many astute economists such as Andrew Haldane of the Bank of England, Simon Johnson of MIT, Nouriel Roubini of NYU, and Nassim Taleb, well known for his best-selling book, \textit{The Black Swan}, think has led to a “doom loop” with recurring financial instability.\textsuperscript{40} Moral hazard in the system has increased mightily and too-big-to-fail banks have become even bigger-to-fail, and inequality has risen to incredible heights.\textsuperscript{41}

Even after all this, Geithner thinks that his policies increased confidence in the system. He is dead wrong. There is not much confidence left in Congress or the American Dream, or in our economic future. As Larry Summers has argued recently, our economic system has morphed into one of secular stagnation in no small measure as an unintended consequence of the way the bailouts were handled by Treasury under Geithner’s leadership. Robert Gordon of Northwestern University predicts outright that the real disposable per capita income of the “bottom 99% of the income distribution” will grow at a negligible rate of 0.2% per annum.\textsuperscript{42}

That, in a nutshell, is Geithner’s legacy, and of course by implication also that of President Obama. Geithner presided over the treasury at a crucial juncture when—according to Stiglitz—the economy mutated into an “ersatz capitalism,” a variant of crony capitalism or corporatism. Geithner may never understand that. And he may also never understand Sheila Bair’s important assertion that, “you don’t need to protect the jobs and bonuses of dunderheads at places like AIG and Citi who got their institutions into trouble.”\textsuperscript{43} But Geithner did defend the dunderheads and is reaping his ample rewards for it. I doubt seriously
that anyone on Main Street could have offered him a million-dollar salary; but his new employer the private equity giant Warburg Pincus could afford it with little difficulty.\textsuperscript{44}
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